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Influence of surface excitations on electrons elastically backscattered from copper and silver surfaces
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The influence of surface excitations on electrons elastically backscattered from solid surfaces is investi-

gated. Elastic-scattering differential cross sections are calculated using the partial-wave expansion
method and the finite difference techique for solid atoms with the Hartree-Pock-Wigner-Seitz potential.
An extended Drude dielectric function which allows the characteristic oscillator strength, damping con-
stant, and critical-point energy for each subband of valence electrons is employed to estimate electron in-

elastic mean free paths for volume excitations. The same dielectric function is applied to evaluate the
probability of surface excitations for incident and escape electrons by including the recoil effect without
the small-angle approximation. Results of Monte Carlo simulations on the elastic reflection coefficient
and the angular distribution of electrons elastically backscattered from Cu and Ag surfaces are present-
ed. It is revealed that surface excitations significantly reduce the elastic reflection coefficient for low-

energy electrons, but less significantly influence the angular distribution for large escape angles. Our re-
sults agree very well with experimental data.

I. INTRODUCTION

The elastic peak in the spectrum of electrons escaped
from solid surfaces provides important information for
applications in a number of experimental techniques such
as scanning electron microscopy (SEM), quantitative
Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), and disappearance
potential spectroscopy (DAPS), etc.' The elastic peak
electron spectroscopy (EPES) has gained much attention
due to the development of surface-sensitive electron spec-
troscopies. ' In the reflection electron-energy-loss
spectroscopy (REELS), angular and energy distributions
of electrons backscattered from solid surfaces are ana-
lyzed to extract electron interaction cross sections. "
The elastic or zero-energy-loss peak in the REELS spec-
trum simplifies this analysis.

Monte Carlo (MC) simulations are most widely used by
a theoretical investigation of the EPES. The basic inputs
required in MC simulations are the elastic scattering
differential cross section, the inelastic mean free path
(IMFP) of electrons for volume excitations, and the prob-
ability of surface excitations by incident and escape elec-
trons. A few MC simulations have been applied to com-
pute the elastic reflection coeScient and the angular dis-
tribution of elastically backscattered electrons. '

These works made use of elastic-scattering differential
cross sections determined from a Thomas-Fermi-Dirac
(TFD) potential for free atoms. ' IMFP's were estab-
lished using an electron gas statistical model, ' ' whereas
the probability of surface excitations was omitted. A re-
cent study on the REELS spectra, ' however, has dernon-
strated that surface excitations mere important for low-
energy electrons. This suggests that surface excitations
might also be important for the properties of elastically
backscattered electrons.

In this work, we have applied the partial-wave expan-
sion method and the finite difference technique to calcu-
late electron elastic scattering cross sections using the
Hartree-Fock-Wigner-Seitz (HFWS) solid atomic poten-
tial. Applying an extended Drude dielectric function for
the valence band of solids, ' we have estimated elec-
tron IMFP's for volume excitations and the probability of
surface excitations by incident and backscattered elec-
trons. Parameters in the model dielectric function were
determined by a fit of this function to the optical data
and by a check of the fitting results through sum rules.
The probability of surface excitations by electrons ob-
liquely passing through solid surfaces mas derived includ-
ing the recoil effect without the small-angle assumption.
MC simulations were then performed to compute the
elastic reflection coef6cient and the angular distribution
of electrons elastically backscattered from Cu and Ag
surfaces. Results of these computations revealed that the
influence of surface excitations on the elastic reflection
coefBcient was quite significant for low-energy electrons.
This influence on the angular distribution, however, was
less significant and only important for glancing escape
electrons. Our results are in good agreement with experi-
rnental data.

II. MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS

Elastic and inelastic scatterings result in zig-zag trajec-
tories of the transport electrons in a solid; see Fig. 1(a).
Elastic scatterings alter the path lengths of electrons and
cause angular deflections. Inelastic interactions, on the
other hand, are responsible for the energy losses of elec-
trons. MC simulations of elastically backscattered elec-
trons from a solid surface are straightforward. The com-
puter keeps track of electrons inside the solid by record-
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ing their trajectories in terms of the path lengths and the
azimuthal and polar angles after each elastic scatterings.
The probability density function of electrons scattered
into the polar angle O after an elastic scattering is deter-
mined by

2m sinO ~~e
P(B)= (1)o., dO

where du, /dQ is the elastic-scattering differential cross
section and

is the elastic-scattering total cross section. Note that all
quantities and expressions in this paper are in atomic
units unless otherwise speci6ed. Assuming a Poisson sto-
chastic process for elastic scattering events, the probabili-
ty density function of electrons traversing a path length s
between two consecutive elastic scatterings is given by

1 sP(s) = exp
e e

sinu q~ cosu
II

where the elastic mean free path of electrons is deter-
mined from

A, , =(Acr, ) (4)

and N is the atomic density of solids. It is assumed that
the azimuthal-scattering angle is cylindrical symmetric.

The tracking of electrons continues until they back-
scattered from the solid surface or their path lengths in
the solid become so large that any attainable contribution
to the backscattered electron intensity can be neglected.
The elastic reAection coefficient can then be calculated
from

q sinu

EJYr'

q&cosu

where a~'" and a&'" are the minimum and maximum
values of acceptance escape angles determined by the
reAected electron analyzer, m is the total number of
simulated trajectories within the acceptance angles, and
AI is the intensity of elastically backscattered electrons
contributed by the jth trajectory within these angles. It
is understood that

FIG. 1. (a) A sketch of the zig-zag trajectory of an elastically
backscattered electron from a solid surface. (b) A vector dia-

gram for the excitation of a surface plasmon. Here qo, q&, and q
are, respectively, the electron momentum before scattering, the
electron momentum after scattering, and the momentum

transfer; q~~
and q, are, respectively, the perpendicular and

parallel components of q along qo; a and 8 are, respectively, the

angle between electron velocity and solid surface normal and

the scattering angle (positive sign). The scattering is assumed to
lie on the plane of incidence. (c) A vector diagram similar to

(b), but with a negative scattering angle.

exp[ —P, (a~,E)]exp[ P, (az, E)]exp(——s /A, , ) if the electron leaves the solid within acceptance angles,
hI='

0 otherwise
(6)

where sj is the path length of the jth trajectory, A, is the
inelastic mean free path, and azj and azj are the angles
between electron velocity and solid surface normal for in-
cident and backscattered electrons; see Fig. 1(a). The fac-
tors exp[ — (Pa&. , )E] and exp[ Ps(a&, E)] are —the
probabilities that incident and backscattered electrons
cross the surface without surface excitations. The factor
exp( —s~/A, , ) represents the probability that the jth elec-

tron traverses a pathlength s- inside the solid without
volume excitations. While the attenuation of elastically
backscattered electron follows the exponential relation
for their intensity, a detailed description about inelastic
processes in the interior of the solid should be considered
in REELS. It is noticed that Jablonski and co-
workers' ' have neglected the surface excitation effect

by adopting the relation b,I =exp( —
sJ /1, ; ).
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III. INTERACTION CROSS SECTIONS

A. Elastic scatterings

Since electron energies of interest in this work are
—100—2000 eV, the Born approximation is not adequate.
Instead, the phase-shift method should be applied to cal-
culate elastic-scattering differential cross sections. The
radial wave function describing electrons of kinetic ener-

gy E =k /2 satisfies

d RI 2dRI l(l+1)+— + k —2V(r)— Rl =0, (7)
r dr r 2

where the scattering potential in solids may be deter-
mined from

Z is the atomic number, p(r) is the HFWS electron densi--

ty distribution of solid atoms, and Rws is the Wigner-
Seitz radius.

Since the potential of Eq. (8) has a finite range in radial
distance, we can divide the space into an internal region
(r (Rws) and an external region (r &Rws). The solu-

tion of Eq. (7) in the external region may be given by

Rl(r) ~ [jl(kr) —tan5inl(kr)],

where jl and nI are the spherical Bessel functions and 51
is the phase shift of 1th partial wave. In the internal re-
gion, we can apply the finite difference method to obtain
a solution. We let derivatives of the radial wave function
be

V(r)=

Rws——+—f "err' p(r')dr'+ f '4mr'p(r')dr'
r r 0

for r &Rws (8)

0 otherwise,
and

dRI

dr r =r,.

R(( ;r+)iR(i;ri)
ri+&

(10)

d Rl Rl("+i)=2
dr 2 r =r,.

where i =1,2, 3, . . . . Substituting Eqs. (10) and (11) into Eq. (7), we find

r, Rl(r; ) . r
+ 1—R, (r, +i)=.

ri +1

r, Rl(r ) r; iRl(—r; i) r;+i r;— l (I +1)2[E —V(r;)]— r;Rl(r, ) . .
r —ri i —1 2 2

(12)

The computations using Eq. (12) can be started by apply-
ing the initial condition: Rl(r)=r as r~0. These com-
putations are rapid due to the finite range in radial dis-
tance.

Defining the logarithmic derivative of the internal solu-
tion at r =Rws as

f (8)= g (21+1)(e ' —1)Pl( cos8),1 2i51

2ik I

where 8 is the polar scattering angle and Pl(cos8) is the
Legendre polynomial of degree l. The elastic-scattering
differential cross section is given by

g, = [R, '(dR, /dr) ].=R (13)

we obtain by applying the boundary condition, i.e.,
Rl '(dRl /dr) must be continuous at r =Rws,

(17)

k [Jl(kRws) tan&llil(kRws)]
XJ

Jl(kRws) tan&i "l(kRws)
(14)

where d0=2~sin8dO is the differential solid angle in
the direction of scattering electron.

B. Surface excitations
where J'i'(kR ws ) = [dJl (x )/dx ]„kz and nl'(kR ws )

=[dnl(x)/dx]„=k„. Hence we can calculate phase
ws

shifts according to

kjI(kRws) —
Xljl(«ws)

tan5
knl(kRws) Jl'ini(kRws)

(15)

Now, the scattering amplitude, f (8), relates to the
phase shift through

The differentia probability per unit energy loss per
unit momentum transfer that an electron excites a surface
plasmon can be described in terms of the dielectric func-
tion of the solid. This probability was first derived by
Ritchie for normal incident electrons under the condi-
tion of neglecting the recoil effect. Neglecting the same
effect, Raether ' later worked out such a probability for
obliquely incident electrons using the small-scattering-
angle approximation. In this work, we consider the
recoil effect without small-angle approximation. We find
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P, (a,E~E—co, v~v —q) =

X 6 co —v-q+
2

(18)

Iq, I (,—1)&
Im

vr'v( cosa)q' ~(a+1)
1

P, c, n, E)=
2v cosn

I

——n cosn+sinn ~ . I,26)
2

Substituting the free-electron-gas dielectric function into
Eq. (25), we get

for the differential probability of surface excitations by an
electron of velocity v and energy E =v /2 to lose energy
co and transfer momentum q to a solid surface. Here n is
the angle between electron velocity and solid surface nor-
mal, q, is the component of momentum transfer along the
surface plane, and 5( ) gives the energy-momentum con-
servation relation. %e can decompose q into qII and q~,
the parallel and perpendicular components along V. As-
suming the scattering angle 8 lying on the plane of the in-
cident electron, as sketched in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c), we can
write

P, (a,E)=P, +(a,E)+P, (a,E), (2O)

where

P+(aE)= f drof ', Im dq
E ~+ Iq,'I (E—I)&

n. ( cosa} « — q «+ I )

(21)

q, =qj cosa+qIIsinn,

where the positive (negative) sign is for the same (oppo-
site) signs of 0 and a. Carrying out integrations over q
and co in Eq. (18), we obtain

Taking a=0', we find that Eq. (26) reduces to the results

of Ritchie for normal incident electrons without recoil
effect. Taking n=90, it shows that the surface excita-
tion probability is proportional to (cosa) '. This angular
dependence has been verified experimentally for large n
values. Note that Eq. (26) depends on electron energy
and direction but not on material.

The function P, (a,E) is actually the mean number of
surface excitations. At glacing angles, say n ~ 80, it may
approach or exceed unity. ' ' This function approxi-
mates to the probability of a single-surface excitation if it
is much less than unity. The occurrence of multiple-
surface plasmons obeys the Poisson statistics. ' ' Thus,
the probability for an electron across the solid surface
without generating surface plasmons is proportional to
exp[ —P,, (a, E)]."'

The dielectric function applied to Eq. (21) is the ex-

tended Drude function for the valence band of solids.
This function is a generalization of the Drude function by
allowing subbands of their own characteristic oscillator
strengths, damping constants, and critical-point ener-

gies. - The real and imaginary parts of the dielectric
function, in the limit of zero-momentum transfer, are
given by '

and
2 1/2

—+
V 2V

cosn+ —+ sinn .
co q
V 2V

aI1d

A;(cu" —co; )

e, (0,«i) =e„—g
(co —co;) +(coy;)

Since q,
' is different for positive and negative signs ac-

cording to Eq. (22), an asymmetric effect exists in the sur-
face excitation probability against scattering-angle orien-
tations. This effect has been veri6ed experimentally.

If we neglect the recoil term in Eq. (18), Eq. (21) be-
con1es

1 E . Iq l (E 1)'
P,+(a,E)= dc@ Im dq

~v ( cosa) « ~tv q3 e(e+ I)
(23)

with
2 1/2

A, p;co
E2(0 co)= g z z 2(co' —«i';)'+ («iy; )'

where A;, y, , and co; are, respectively, the oscillator
strength, damping constant, and critical-point energy, all

associated with the ith subband. The inclusion of a back-
ground dielectric constant e& in Eq. (27) is to account for
the inAuence of polarizable ion cores. All these param-
eters are determined by a fit of Eq. (28) to the optical data
measured experimentally. To ensure that the Gtting re-
sults are accurate, we also require that sum rules are
satisfied. Two sum rules are applied, i.e.,

GC 2
cue (0,«i)den= —g A =—co

o
'

2 ' 2

CO

qs
=

V
cosn+ —sinn .

V
(24) and

Ignoring the q dependence of the dielectric function, Eqs.
(20) and (23) become

&COp
2

26'

P, (a,E)= 1 Ev ——n cosa+ sinn
m.v ( cosa)

XIm dao . (25)
(e—1)
E(e+ 1)

where co is the plasma energy of valence electrons.
The extension of the dielectric function into the q & 0

region, i.e., from e(O, co} to e(q, co), is established by sub-

stituting co, in Eqs. (27) and (28) by co, +q /2. ' ' This
extension ensures the correctly asymptotic behavior of
the dispersion relation at two extremes, i.e., the optical
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end, q ~0, and the Bethe ridge region, q —+ 00. The actu-
al dispersion relation makes only minor difference in the
determination of surface excitation probability.

100 ~ I
/

& t
[

& &

[
I ~

CQ

C. Volume excitations

For an electron of energy E traveling in a homogene-
ous and isotropic solid, the inelastic mean free path, A,;,
for volume excitations of the valence band is given by

A, , '(E)= f da) f Im —,(31)
1 E &+ dq 1

nE o e q e(q co)

where q+ =&2E +&2(E —co) are derived from conser-
vations of energy and momentum.

For inner-shell ionizations, we apply the local plasma
approximation. This approximation has been proved use-
ful in the treatment of inner-shell ionization cross sec-
tions. Its contribution, however, is small for elec-
tron energies studied here.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows a plot of elastic-scattering differential
cross sections as a function of the scattering angle for
electrons of several energ'es in Cu. The dashed and solid
curves are, respectively, results corresponding to the
TFD potential for free atoms' and the HFWS potential
for solid atoms. It is seen that this cross section is larger
for free atoms than for solid atoms at small scattering an-
gles. This is because small-angle scatterings correspond
to large impact parameters, where the screening of the
nuclear charge is enhanced in solids. It is also seen that
the cross section for backscatterings (8)90') is larger for
lower energies. Thus, it leads to a greater intensity for
elastically backscattered electrons of lower energies.

Table I lists values of parameters in the extended
Drude dielectric function of Eqs. (27) and (28). These
values were obtained by a fit of Eq. (28) in the long-
wavelength limit to the optical data of Cu (Refs. 47—49)

(u 1
b

0.1

s ~ I i s I i i I a I s ~ I001~ %g L

0 30 60 90 120 150 180

8 (deg)

FIG. 2. Elastic-scattering differential cross section as a func-
tion of the scattering angle for electrons of several energies in
Cu. The dashed and solid curves are, respectively, results calcu-
lated using the TFD potential for free atoms and the HFWS po-
tential for solid atoms.

and Ag (Ref. 49). The fitting procedures involved a close
check on et(O, co), ez(O, co), Im[ —1/e(O, co)], and sum
rules of the latter two functions. In addition, the total
valence oscillator strength, i.e., g,. A, , also agreed with
that calculated using observed plasmon energies. ' Based
on the model dielectric function, we have calculated the
probability of surface excitations by electrons using Eqs.
(20)—(22). Figure 3 shows the results of these calcula-
tions (solid curves) for normally incident electrons in Cu
and Ag as a function of electron energy. Corresponding
results of Ritchie (dashed curve) are included in this
figure for comparison. Note that Ritchie's results are in-
dependent on material owing to his over-simplified dielec-

TABLE I. Parameters in the model dielectric function of Eqs. (27) and (28) for Cu and Ag.

64
6
6.5
5.5
4

55
42

172
80

240
90
85

200
500
664

Cu
eb =1.05

y; (eV)

0.03
0.3
0.65
0.7
0.7
2.6
4.76

10.18
8

32
30
30
25
65

160

; (eV)

0
0.3
2.5
3.1
3.7
5.05
8.93

14.74
25.6
40
55
65
83

120
200

80
4

10
20

240
70

160
300

Ag
eb =1.03

y; (eV)

0.07
0.45
1.2
2

11
5.38

15
36

0
4.8
5.3
6.4

15
22
31.3
40
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FIG. 6. A comparison of the elastic reflection coefficient
computed presently with (solid circles) and without (open cir-
cles) surface excitations and measured experimentally (solid
curve) (Ref. 50) for electrons in Cu. Results are for elastically
backscattered electrons within acceptance angles between 6' and
52'. The dashed curves are interpolating results for guidance
purpose.

shows that present results including surface excitations
agree very well with experimental data at all electron en-
ergies. The contribution from surface excitations to the
elastic reflection coefficient is significant for electron en-
ergies below several hundred eV. Theoretical results of
Jablonski et al. ,

' who neglected surface excitations and
used different elastic and volume excitation cross sec-
tions, lie somewhat below the open circle curve. A simi-

P, , (A)

FIG. 8. A plot of the elastic reflection coefficient computed

presently with (solid circles) and without (open circles) surface
excitations as a function of IMFP for electrons in Cu. The
dashed curves are interpolating results for guidance purpose.
The horizontal solid lines represent data measured experimen-

tally (Ref. 50). Results are for elastically backscattered elec-

trons within acceptance angles between 0' and 62'.

lar plot of the elastic reflection coefficient for electrons
backscattered from Ag surfaces is shown in Fig. 7. Here
again present results including surface excitations agree
closely with experimental data.

Using elastic reflection coefficient data, one may ex-
tract electron IMFP's. To do this, we treat IMFP as a

0+1Q I I ~ ~

3 I I ~ I I ~ I ~ I
f

I I ~

min max

+R 'R = 6, 52 =-.L
~ ~

Ag
E=400 eV

0.05

A 0 0
I

0 0

R
0 ]

p Qp I I I I I

100 1000 0 I ~ I ~ I
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E(

FIG. 7. A comparison of the elastic reflection coefficient
computed presently with (solid circles) and without (open cir-
cles) surface excitations and measured experimentally (solid
curve) (Ref. 50) for electrons in Ag. Results are for elastically
backscattered electrons within acceptance angles between 6' and
52'. The dashed curves are interpolating results for guidance
purpose.

aR (deg)

FIG. 9. A comparison of the angular distribution of elastical-

ly backscattered electrons computed presently with (solid histo-

gram) and without (dashed histogram) surface excitations and
measured experimentally (chain curve) (Ref. 51) for 400-eV
electrons in Ag. The results are normalized to the backscat-
tered electron intensity of 25 escape angle.
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variable instead of inputting a fixed value into the MC
code. Figure 8 shows a plot of elastic reflection
coefficients computed with (solid circles) and without
(open circles) surface excitations as a function IMFP for
electrons of several energies in Cu. Applying experimen-
tally measured elastic reflection coefficients (horizontal
solid hnes), one can determine the correct IMFP data
from the intersections of solid lines and solid circles. It
reveals that excellent agreement is found between these
data and the IMFP's shown in Fig. 5.

Finally, we compare the angular distribution of elasti-
cally backscattered electrons computed with (solid histo-
gram) and without (dashed histogram) surface excitations
and determined experimentally (chain curve). ' Figure 9
shows such a comparison for 400-eV electrons normally
incident on Ag surfaces. Note that all results are normal-
ized to the backscattered electron intensity at a 25' es-
cape angle. It is seen that the influence of surface excita-
tions is relatively more important at larger escape angles
due to the increased surface excitation probability at
these angles, as shown in Fig. 4. It is also seen that this
influence on angular distribution of elastically backscat-
tered electrons is not as prominent as on elastic reflection
coefficient. It should be pointed out that experimental
data at small angles (0'—25') were not measured but ex-
trapolated from larger angles. Our results at small angles

indicate that these extrapolated values might underestI-
mate the elastically backscattered electrons.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Monte Carlo calculations have been performed for
studies of the influence of surface excitations on the elas-
tic backscattering of electrons from solid surfaces. These
calculations showed that such an influence on the elastic
reflection coefficient was significant for low-energy elec-
trons. The influence on the angular distribution of elasti-
cally backscattered electrons was less significant and only
important for large escape angles. Results of present cal-
culations are in good agreement with experimental data.

It is worthwhile to mention that present theory is ap-
plicable to polycrystalline and amorphous solids only.
For single crystals, the diffraction effect focuses the elec-
tron beam to a certain direction depending on the orien-
tation of crystals. This effect diminishes in polycrystal-
line and amorphous solids due to the random elastic
scatterings, which defocus the electron beam. "
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